
VERTIV™ BBE TV SERIES
Access 360º Broadband Edge Enclosures
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yy Lift-off cover provides 360° 
access to equipment for easy 
installation and maintenance.

yy Square designs easily 
accommodate electronic 
equipment for efficient 
electronics installation.

yy Flow-through louvers  
eliminate condensation and  
heat buildup for increased 
operating efficiency.

yy A preassembled mounting  
stake and bracket reduce 
installation time.

yy Multiple locking options  
are available.

yy 8-in. pedestal base provides 
increased installation stability.

yy Our unique multistage  
gray-green finishing process 
meets or exceeds EPA  
standards, and provides a tough  
corrosion-resistant finish for 
longer life.

KEY FEATURES
Description 

The Vertiv™ BBE TV Series line of metal CATV pedestals provides  
complete access to internally mounted distribution electronics for ease of  
installation and maintenance.

Available in four sizes to accommodate various distribution requirements, the Access 
360° pedestals offer multiple locking options including Star Lock, Slam Lock, and  
Inner-Tite. They are equipped with preassembled stakes and brackets for a user friendly, 
ready-to-install system.

The 8x8, 10x10, and 12x12 Access 360° pedestals contain flow-through louvers for 
maximum heat dissipation. The 6x7 unit does not have louvers as it houses only 
non-heat generating passive equipment, such as taps. Pedestals are manufactured of 
heavy gauge mill-galvanized steel, treated with a unique finishing process for longer life.

Application

Access 360° pedestals are ideal for tap, coupler, splitter and line extender installations.

TV3601212MTV36088M
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VERTIV™ BBE TV SERIES

I-Bracket   
P63588

T-Bracket   
P67259

R-Mounting Rod  
P63599

O-Offset Rod   
P76550

 APPLICATION DIMENSIONS

Pedestal Size
Multi-Tap

All Vendors

Tap/Splitter

All Vendors

Tap/Splitter

& Line Ext.
A B C D E F G

TV36067M √ 21-in. 8-in. 13-in. 6.5-in. 7.5-in. 17-in. 18-in.

TV36088M √ √ 25-in. 8-in. 17.5-in. 8-in. 8-in. 21-in. 26-in.

TV3601010M √ √ √* 28-in. 8-in. 21-in. 10-in. 10-in. 24-in. 26-in.

TV3601212M √ √ √* 32-in. 8-in. 24-in. 12-in. 12-in. 28-in. 26-in.

* This unit is designed to house two devices such as most line extenders with tap.

NOTE: All models are shipped complete and assembled with stakes, brackets, and provisions for padlock.

Dimensions and Ordering Information

CABINET TV360 = Access 360° Metallic Pedestals

SIZE
67 = 6-in. x 7-in.                       1010 = 10-in. x 10-in.

88 = 8-in. x 8-in.                       1212 =  12-in. x 12-in.

MATERIAL M = Metal

LOCK N = No lock, 7/16-in. hex head bolt  
       (can field install Star Lock or padlock )

BRACKET I = I-bracket (6"x7" only)          R = Mounting rod 
T = T-bracket                           O = Offset rod (10"x10" & 12"x12" only)

BASE
E = Extended (8"x8" & 10"x10" only) 
  (8"x8" - A=38" B=21") (10"x10" - A=41" B=21") 
blank = Standard

DOME (CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY) H = High (12"x12" only) (A=40" C=32") 
blank = Standard - all sizes (see Dimension table)

Ordering Matrix


